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Do facts matter?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, because facts are under attack.We have all heard the statistics. Decreasing numbers of Americans have faith in their member of Congress, the media, the institutions that used to carry weight in this world.There is declining confidence in academics institutions – sharply along partisan lines.Even Members of Congress stopped relying on CBO in their most recent health and tax debates. BUT – BUT – toot Urban’s horn here – Urban produced analyses during those health and tax debates s



Yes, facts still matter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second, be because sometimes, even when threatened at the highest levels, facts do prevail. Even Members of Congress stopped relying on CBO in their most recent health and tax debates. BUT – BUT – toot Urban’s horn here – Urban produced analyses during those health and tax debates, even before CBO did, that did influence legislation – cited thousands of times, they put pressure on Congress by answering the “what if” questions of these proposals.As a result, the tax cuts bill was refined significantly from its earliest version, revised to provide additional benefits to lower and middle class… and the repeal and replace effort was voted down, though of course the ACA is being whittled away by executive action.There are prominent academics who are driving debate every day with their research. �No, you don’t have a team of researchers or million dollar grants from MacArthur. BUT…in your own way, you can use the tips at your fingertips and on the web to get traction. Today’s training is designed to show you how. 
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Second, be because sometimes, even when threatened at the highest levels, facts do prevail. Even Members of Congress stopped relying on CBO in their most recent health and tax debates. BUT – BUT – toot Urban’s horn here – Urban produced analyses during those health and tax debates, even before CBO did, that did influence legislation – cited thousnads of times, they put pressure on Congress by answering the “what if” questions of these proposals.As a result, the tax cuts bill was refined significantly from its earliest version, revised to provide additional benefits to lower and middle class… and the repeal and replace effort was voted down, though of course the ACA is being whittled away by executive action.There are prominent academics who are driving debate every day with their research. �No, you don’t have a team of researchers or million dollar grants from MacArthur. BUT…in your own way, you can use the tips at your fingertips and on the web to get traction. Today’s training is designed to show you how. 



The Democratization of Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Third, because data has been democratized – for good and bad. Data has never been more readily available – or manipulated. All the more reason to make sure you are driving how it’s used. And you can control it – with so many tools at your disposal. If you aren’t a data viz developer, do what Raj Chetty does and call the Upshot. 



Storytelling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe a person, place, or experience.Paint a picture instead of citing a statistic.Explain why you believe evidence mattersPrevent their brain from seeing you as a threat – when you’re not part of the same tribe – hey w’ere both parentsempathy
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Facts don’t always change 
minds…but stories might

“Having the data on your side is not always 
enough. For better or for worse, emotions 
may be the key to changing minds.”

 Hidden Brain, March 2017



1. Know your audience

2. Prepare your evidence-based insights                            
and takeaways
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Audience and Products
The bigger the audience, the more accessible the product must be.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, the pyramic philosophy. This is what applies to all your work.
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Takeaways: What’s the one thing I hope people remember?

 How would you explain your research to your mom,  
your neighbor, or at a party?

 If you were writing the headline and lead paragraph 
for this story, what would it say?

 Is there a standout statistic that helps convey the 
significance of your findings?

 Why should I care? Why should they care?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As it relates to this training, the reason you need to engage in better communications is because if you want to reach a policy audience, it is awfully challenging…My colleague Amy will talk about this more in a minute. 
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What to expect today

 Hear from policymakers and journalists

 Learn more about tools for digital outreach, data visualization, 
and media interviews

 Practice your evidence-based insights and takeaways

 Develop your own plan for policy impact



Digital Communications Strategy
Making quality connections in a digital world
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is how audiences used behave:They read a handful of  highly curated publications, aka "the newspaper"delivered once or twice a day Print, text, and photos. Getting to your audience through the gatekeepers was difficult, but once you broke through, delivering your  message to a wide audience  was all but guaranteed. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is your audience how behaves now:They have a device in their pocket that delivers a constant and limitless stream of information every second of every day.  the information they receive comes in text, photos, videos, audio, online publications, social media streams, and applications You now have the ability to connect directly with your audience at any time without any gatekeepers. However, the sheer size and cacophony makes delivering your message seem hopeless.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The internet can feel like a casino floor, where you you have to pull the lever thousands of times hoping to hit the jackpot. Today we're going to talk about reaching policymakers. Policymakers who are on that casino floor. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
National Journal, Washington in the Information Age, 2018For the average Washington Insider, the information streams can be chaotic at bestThese are all of the channels consumed by a Washington Insider throughout the day. It’s a mix of online and traditional media. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the average daily intake of a capitol hill staffer. It is focused solely on digital media. E-newslettersSocial media on a mobile devicePodcasts Websites on a computer. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the average product of an academic researcher.A 35 page .PDF Actually, at only 35 pages it’s probably a little less than the average length.This is not how people consume information online. We want to get them here for sure – but we can’t have this be the entry point. If there’s one thing I’d like you all to take away it’s this: .PDFs are not digital products. They are designed to be printed. Just because you can link to it and share it, doesn’t make it digital. 



"Congressional staff – a largely millennial crowd –
want access to everything on their mobile devices. 
Even in-depth information. Other workplaces, 
remain platform agnostic – for now." 

– National Journal's Washington in the Information Age, 2018
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember, this is your audience and this is how they consume information: According to the Sunlight Foundation, which tracks government accountability, the average age of a DC-based House office staffer is 31. Various lobbying groups, put the average age of a Legislative Assistant between 27 and 29.This is your first line of communication. It’s important to remember, that when you’re dealing with Policymakers, you are primarily dealing with Millennials. You need to communicate in the ways they communicate. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may be able to get away with this for now. But not for long. 



Creating Digital Content
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A Digital Communications Strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create content based on your research that is written for and consumable on a digital device. The more you think mobile, the better. Distribute that content to a targeted audience through select digital channels that you enjoy using. Policy Briefs and Fact sheets 
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Policy Briefs and Fact Sheets

Pros:
 Easier to digest (especially fact sheets)

 Audience focused 

 Awesome leave behind

Cons:
 Generally not a digital product

 Not written for online audiences

 Not consumable on a mobile device 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Researchers default to Policy Briefs and Fact Sheets when asked for "shareble content" Policy Briefs and Fact Sheets are great resources for in-office visits and email communications, but you can't build a digital outreach strategy around them. You can bring Fact Sheet-like things on to the web: https://www.urban.org/research/publication/strategic-housing-code-enforcement-and-public-health
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Why blog posts are better

 They are digitally native content that online audiences 
expect and can use

 Engage and educate a broader audiences including the 
media, lawmakers, or advocates

 Create community on your topic over a long period of time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blogging is a really nebulous term and not one I particularly like. It essentially means writing for the internet. Blog: CollectionBlog post one thing an opportunity to engage a larger audience and drive them to your research, allow them to walk away with the main finding, and hopefully talk about it with others or share it on social media, also get a reporter interested in probing more in-depthEngage an audience on a single topic: This is a really effective way to have a blogging presence. Blog posts solely on tax policy, the superme court, and  marco economics have been really successful in engaging specific and key audiences.
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Why is  digital content different?

 Internet users scan first and read later

 Mobile users will scroll to the bottom and move back 
to the top

 People scan in an “F” pattern

 Average time on page is a little over two minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have to write for people reading on a screenLength: This can vary depending on your audience. If you’re targeting a more sophisticated audience who wants really deep and wonky insight, it’s ok to go long. It helps to follow good blogging principals so that long text scannable:SubheadsBulletsLinksHighlighted text
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The big thing to remember is that this is the environment you're writing for. How are these folks consuming their content?
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Blogging tactics 

 Write in a way that’s different from a research publication

 Have one point per post

 Expand on your findings 

 Preview your findings or talk about your research process

 Dive into one finding and make a policy recommendation 

 Explain multiple findings and what they mean for the field

 Make it shareable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Write in a way that’s different from a research publicationYou can beDirect PersonalFamiliarOpinionated (with evidence) Have one point per postLength and style can vary, but more important than this is the idea that you should have one point per post. Preview your finding or talk about your research processIt can take you months sometimes years to write a paper – what are you finding? what are you doing to get your findings? What’s been hard? What’s been surprising? What’s been heartbreaking? Expand on your findingsSay what you hope to study next, or reveal implications in today’s context. Make it shareableReaders should be able to easily summarize your post in one sentence (280 characters) and share it on social media. 
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Examples of
policy-focused blogs

 Policies for Action (P4A Spark)

 Marginal Revolution

 Greg Mankiw

 SCOTUSBlog

 Grits for Breakfast

 Health Affairs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Policies for Action, P4A Spark: The blog for this program, accepting submissions nowMarginal Revolution: Tyler Cowen, Economics, Georgetown UniversityGreg Mankiew, Economics, HarvardSCOTUSBlog: No longer a personal blog, but started out as such. Focuses on the Supreme CourtGrits for Breakfast: A Criminal-Justice policy blog focused on TexasHealth Affairs – accepts submissions on a variety of topics. Great place to publish 



Podcasts 

“Podcasts appear to be a viable new information source. 
Particularly popular among mobile, ever-multitasking 
millennial insiders, podcasts reflect an opportunity to 
gain subject matter depth. Podcasts can provide the 
opportunity for a 30-minute deep dive on an issue, 
where many other methods can’t.”

– National Journal's Washington in the Information Age, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Listen to podcasts throughout the day:43 percent of Capitol Hill Staffers58 percent of Millennial staffers
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Podcasts to consider

 Health Affairs podcasts

 The Healthcare Policy Podcast

 TEDTalks Health

 Vox’s “The Impact” 

 Urban Institute’s “Critical Value”

 Brookings institution podcasts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do not start your own podcast!Do some research and find podcasts pertaining to your area of expertiseSubscribe and listen to them. Get a sense of the format and point of viewIf there are ones you like, reach out to the hosts and producers and offer your expertise Health Affairs: Three podcasts on health policy.Health Policy Podcast: Hosted by a former staffer for Stenny Hoyer and US Department of Health and Human Services. Covers a variety of health policy topics. TEDTalks Health: From TEDTalks, so you know it’s good – covers a variety of health policy topicsVox’s the Impact: Not all about health, but done by Sarah Kliff, Vox’s health policy reporterGroups like Urban and Brookings have podcasts that cover a wide range of policy issues, including Health Policy. 



Distributing Your Content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going to go through a lot of digital distribution channels here. Think of these as options – you do not and SHOULD NOT do all of these and consider it a check the box exerciseOur suggestion is to go a mile deep on one or two tools, not a mile wide on all of them . Only use the tools you enjoy using. Quality connections over quantity connections. 
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Using social media platforms for work in Washington

 LinkedIn: 48 percent

 Twitter: 40 percent

 Facebook: 33 percent 

National Journal’s “Washington in the Information Age,” 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LinkedIn is a “sneaky winner” in the loss of trust in social media because it creates tight and professional ties. We’ve seen upward movement in traffic from LinkedIn to urban.org 
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Twitter

“Twitter remains the most widely used platform 
for most activities.” 

 Discover News and Information: 76 percent 

 Monitor Conversations and Trends: 71 percent 

 Discover others’ opinions or perspectives: 64 percent

National Journal’s “Washington in the Information Age,” 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Urban, Twitter is the platform where we invest the most time and energy. The audiences we want to connect with -- journalists, policymakers, and academics – are highly active on Twitter and are using it for these reasons. 
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LinkedIn

 Build my own brand in Washington: 43 percent

 Monitor conversations and trends: 35 percent

 Build my organization’s brand in Washington: 34 percent

National Journal’s “Washington in the Information Age,” 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LinkedIn has basically mimicked Facebook’s newsfeed functionality where you can post and share your links to your page and write blog posts. 
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Facebook

Using Facebook to share and monitor conversations has fallen 
considerably over the last several years. 

“I use Facebook to share information with friends, 
not colleagues, and Twitter exclusively for work to 
amplify or comment on news I think is important 
or interesting.”

National Journal’s “Washington in the Information Age,” 2018
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Social media use is strong inside the beltway, 
but trust is eroding

“Social Media is an important part of my work:”
 2017: 51 percent

 2018: 30 percent

National Journal’s “Washington in the Information Age,” 2018
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Social media use is strong inside the beltway, 
but trust is eroding

“Social media will be important to my job in 
the next 1-2 years:”

 2017: 50 percent

 2018: 26 percent 

National Journal’s “Washington in the Information Age,” 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Context:During the Facebook/Twitter fake account and bot controversies. I actually expect this to go up. 
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Twitter

 Real-time information 
network

 Users post 280-character 
updates, or “tweets”

 Not just text: Links, 
images, videos, and more.
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LinkedIn

 A professional place 
to develop content

 Share blog-length 
posts and ideas

 Share your work 
and connect with 
colleagues. 



Facebook is not
a professional network
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What is Twitter good for?

 Connecting with reporters, peers, and other influencers

 Keeping up with news and info from your field

 Positioning yourself as a curator of interesting,
relevant content and analysis

 Connecting with colleagues

 Promoting your own content

 Search engine optimization



Connecting with journalists and peers
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Connecting with influencers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DeRay Mckesson is an American civil rights activist, podcaster.



Connecting 
with the media
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Search engine optimization
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is really important: Google yourself and see what’s there. If you have a common name, or share a name with your celebrity, add your subject matter expertiseDonald Trump, NeurosurgeonA good search engine result should have you on the first page What contributes to a good search result: Bio pagePublication listing pageBlogSocial media profiles
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How to be good at Twitter

 Maintain a voice and identity 

 Be a source of ideas, a curator of content, good original 
concepts, humor, and expertise in your field

 Hone your insights, your ideas, your narrative, the things 
you’re known for

 Be thoughtful about who you follow and how you position 
yourself and participate in the dialogue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t  say anything you wouldn’t say in polite conversation and re-read everything before you hit that “tweet” button. 
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Policy Twitter All-Stars 

 Harold Pollack (@haroldpollack)

 Damon Jones (@Nomadj1s)

 Stephanie Kelton (@StephanieKelton)

 Matt Chingos (@Chingos)

 Nicole Barbaro (@NicoleBarbaro) 

 Matthew Martin (@Hyperplanes)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Harold Pollack: University of Chicago professor, fellow Century Foundation. RTs not equal endorsementDamon Jones: Professor @HarrisPolicy Tax policy, behavioral econ, retirement, hh finance, 90s hip hop, sportsStephanie Kelton Prof. of Economics & Public Policy @stonybrooku. Was Chief Economist for the Dems on U.S. Senate Budget CommitteeMatt Chingos: Director of Urban Institute Center on Education Data & PolicyNicole Barbaro: Phsychology PhD Candiate Matthew Martin: Health Economist and Programmer 
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Newsletters: Everything old is new again 

 Delivers content consistently and directly to your audience

 You know it’s being seen (even if it’s not opened)

 Creates a more personal connection 

 Subscribers are opt-in 

 Can create discipline and consistent schedules

 Provides freedom to write what you want 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No Character limits! 
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Newsletter Platforms

 TinyLetter

 MailChimp

 Revue

 Substack
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Writing a personal newsletter

 Concentrate on text and not design

 Link to your content and interesting 
content from around the web

 Personal tone

 Consistent theme/format and schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Newsletters are like a blog post personally delivered to your colleague’s inboxThese should be read in the inbox. Don’t be afraid to link to that .PDF – you can think of the newsletter as the blog post. It’s called a “personal newsletter,” after all The key to a successful newsletter is consistency in them and in schedule. People are more likely to open a newsletter when they know what to expect and know its coming on a consistent scheduleExample: Five Bullet Friday
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Tying it all together 

 Create digital content based on your research 

 When possible, think mobile first (a .PDF is not 
digital content)

 Distribute that content to a targeted audience 
through multiple, but select, digital channels

 Only use the tools you enjoy using

 Quality connections over quantity of connections
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Above all: Remember your audience. 



Principles of Data Visualization
Why to visualize, and how to do it well



Why Visualize?



Mean of x: 9
Variance of x: 11

Mean of y: 7.50
Variance of y: 4.12

Correlation coeff: 0.816
Linear regression: y = 3.00 + 0.500x





Visual Perception





Judgments of Change and Proportion in Graphical Perception. J.G. Hollands 
and Ian Spence, 1992.





The relative merits of circles and bars for representing component parts. 
Walter Crosby Eells, 1926.



Visual Hierarchy







The use or misuse of three-dimensional graphs to represent 
lower-dimensional data. Michael Siegrist, 1996.
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Preattentive properties

 Form 

 Color

 Spatial position

 Movement





Mapping



Presenter
Presentation Notes
SOURCE:  http://www.reddit.com/r/MapPorn/comments/1y371s/us_gdp_split_in_half_oc_1770x1114/



Presenter
Presentation Notes
SOURCE: http://www.nature.com/srep/2014/140228/srep04235/full/srep04235.html?WT.ec_id=SREP-20140304







Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screen shot of Urban’s State economic Monitorhttp://apps.urban.org/features/state-economic-monitor/
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References and image sources

 Judgments of Change and Proportion in Graphical Perception. J.G. Hollands and Ian Spence, 1992.

 The relative merits of circles and bars for representing component parts. Walter Crosby Eells, 1926.

 The use or misuse of three-dimensional graphs to represent lower-dimensional data. Michael 
Siegrist, 1996.

 Battling Infectious Diseases in the 20th Century: The Impact of Vaccines, WSJ.com

 Urban Institute Data Visualization Style Guide

 US GDP split in half, originally posted to reddit.com

 US population map

 Urban Institute’s State Economic Monitor

http://graphics.wsj.com/infectious-diseases-and-vaccines/
http://urbaninstitute.github.io/graphics-styleguide/
https://www.reddit.com/r/MapPorn/comments/1y371s/us_gdp_split_in_half_oc_1770x1114/
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep04235?WT.ec_id=SREP-20140304
http://apps.urban.org/features/state-economic-monitor/housing.html


Audience Outreach Strategy



Who is my Audience? 



Conceptualize

84



Developing your audience
Narrow your focus

Think about ROI



Review the US Policymaker landscape
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Elected

Federal

1

Appointed

Staff

State

50

Local

19,000+
3100+

Associations

Practitioner

President
Congress

Agency Heads

Staff

Governor
Legislature

Agency Heads

Staff

Mayor
County Executive

City Council, County Council

Agency Heads

Staff



Meet your audience where they are.
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Solutions-oriented 
- Impact on people’s lives
- Relate to stated priorities 

Needs to be realistic
- Budget impact
- Implementation details - Media

- Blogs
- Social media



Play the long game.
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Recap

 Conceptualize your audience

 Narrow your focus

 Meet your audience where they are

 Play the long game



Putting It All Together
Designing Your Plan for Policy Impact
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In this section:

 We’ll go through the steps of putting together an overarching 
strategy to disseminate your research in the most impactful 
ways.

 Exercise: Build a custom outreach plan for your own project. 
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Policy Impact Plan



Where to begin?



Start with a goal.
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What are you trying to achieve?

 Inform the federal debate on health care reform.

 Position yourself as an expert commentator on 
climate change and public health.

 Expand the use of the Low-Income Housing Tax 
Credit to create healthy affordable housing 

Achievable and measurable.



Identify your audience.
Think about what you want them to do.
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GOAL: Expand the use of the Low-Income Housing Tax 
Credit to create healthy affordable housing 

 Audience A: State housing policymakers (e.g. National Council 
of State Housing Agencies)

 Audience B: Mission-driven affordable housing developers and 
architects who work on LIHTC projects

 Audience C: Green building (e.g. USGBC) and healthy building 
certifying (e.g. Fitwel) organizations
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What do you want them to do?

 Audience A: State housing policymakers 
Action: Increase the use of health-related criteria in the tax credit award process

 Audience B: Affordable housing developers and architects
Action: Submit projects for tax credit applications that overtly prioritize health.

 Audience C: Green building and healthy building certifying orgs
Action: Reinforce their design and construction criteria with a greater focus on 
enhancing occupant health



Plan your timeline.
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When will your audience be thinking and talking about 
this issue?



Choose your channels and tactics.
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What are the best ways to reach your audience?

Audience A
State Housing Policymakers

Webinar for members and 
affiliate members of the 
National Council of State 
Housing Agencies 
(NCSHA)

Peer-reviewed article in 
Housing Policy Debate, 
Journal of Urban Affairs, 
or Journal of Housing and 
Community Development

News release for 
Affordable Housing 
News and/or Urban 
Land Magazine

Audience B
Affordable Housing Developers
and Architects

Webinar with Urban Land 
Institute

Peer-reviewed 
presentation at 
Greenbuild 

News release for 
Affordable Housing 
News and/or Urban 
Land Magazine

Audience C
Green building organizations

Direct email to leaders of 
top three green building 
organizations

News release for 
Affordable Housing 
News and/or Urban 
Land Magazine



Write your key messages.
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What’s the big deal?

 What’s the big picture? What’s at stake and why does 
this project matter? 

 For legislators: What are the policy implications or 
recommendations? How does your effort affect their 
constituents?

 For news media: What are you saying that’s new, 
different or challenges expectations?



Prepare your messengers.
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Who can help you spread your messages?
Make it easy for them.

Are there materials you need to create?

 Fact sheet

 Written testimony

 Policy brief

 Other: lnfographic

 Media pitch

 Elevator pitch

 Blog post

 Tweet

 Linkedln post/blog

 Facebook message



Evaluate.
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How will you know if you were successful?

 Webinar: number of attendees, post-webinar evaluation

 Blog post: number of pageviews, traffic sources

 Media outreach: number of stories, quality of coverage 
(quotes, citations)

 Journal article: number of pageviews, downloads

 Email outreach: open rate, responses
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Exercise (15 Minutes)

 Use the worksheet to write down your 
plan for policy impact. 



Research to Policy Boot Camp
Policies For Action | March 6, 2019
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